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Abstract—The success of an e-learning system is highly dependent on the quality of its educational content and how effective, complete, and simple the design tool can be for teachers. Educational modeling languages (EMLs) are proposed as design languages intended to teachers for modeling diverse teaching-learning experiences, independently of the pedagogical approach and in different contexts. However, most existing EMLs are criticized for being too abstract and too complex to be understood and manipulated by teachers. In this paper, we present a visual EML that simplifies the process of designing learning scenarios for teachers with no programming background. Based on the conceptual framework of the activity theory, our resulting visual EML focuses on using Domain-specific modeling techniques to provide a pedagogical level of abstraction in the design process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The E-learning field is constantly improving to best meet learners’ needs by providing high quality educational content. In this sense, E-learning is a subject of much research, especially in terms of design and production of a quality educational content [1-2]. Indeed, the content is the raw material of E-learning and the challenge is not to provide learners with an encyclopedic content, but with the resources and forms of interaction that can implement training activities (scenarios) provided in the course (problems, projects, readings, exercises, etc.).

The design of educational content, initially centered on the content, has become pedagogy-centered, moving the focus to the activities of the learner and the teacher and their interactions with the content. The emergence of Educational Modeling Languages "EML" brought a first response to these new requirements by proposing a formalization of relations between actors, activities, resources, tools and services [3].

EMLs [4-5] aim to assist teachers and provide them with models suited to the instructional design of various learning situations through the explicit separation of activities and resources without relying on a particular pedagogical approach (behaviormism, cognitive, constructivism, social-constructivism).

However, until now, there was a gap between the interest in educational modeling languages and their practical use by teachers they are intended to. In practice, teachers find it difficult to handle these EMLs due to either the use of a metaphorical or ambiguous terminology quite different from that used by the teacher or the complexity or lack of educational dimension.

To overcome this issue, it is necessary to ensure a good compromise between, on the one hand, the simplicity of manipulation via a graphical notation and a domain vocabulary and on the other hand, the power of expression allowing a precise description of the learning scenario. Thus, we thought of designing a visual educational modeling language inspired from the conceptual framework of the activity theory [6] coupled with the potential of a Domain-Specific Modeling "DSM" approach. Therefore, our language will be more accessible to teachers who can use it directly to design learning scenarios and will also facilitate the operationalization in learning management systems of scenarios generated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the current studies on visual EML-oriented domain are briefly reviewed. The key concepts proposed of a visual EML-oriented domain based on adaptive sequencing of learning actions are detailed in section III. In section IV, the experimental results using Domain Specific Modeling approach are shown. Finally, Section V provides some conclusions and suggests future research directions.

II. RELATED WORKS ON VISUAL EML-ORIENTED DOMAIN

To meet the new demands for quality teaching combined with an ease of handling, much interest is focused on visual EML among which we quote:

− MOT+LD (Modeling using Object Types) [7]: a graphical editor which combines the concepts of IMS-LD [8-9] and the graphical notation language of MOT. The pedagogical model is used to graphically create learning scenarios according to IMS-LD's Level A and export them automatically in that format. The approach is interesting but:
  o It is primarily intended for MOT modeling experts who need to produce Learning Design specifications which in fact are complex to implement and require a high design time.
  o It does not take into account the levels B and C of IMS-LD and therefore does not support the dynamic aspect of personalization in the learning units.
− CPM (Cooperative Problem-based learning Metamodel) [10-11]: a modeling language that targets the design of cooperative problem-based situations. It is proposed as a UML
profile to express educational scenarios. However, since it was designed for educational engineers who have mastered the UML formalism, the CPM language remains quite difficult for teachers to handle. In particular, it is considered [12-13] as a specific PBL (Problem-based Learning) approach and therefore does not allow educational neutrality which is a major goal of EML.

- Pleiades [14-15]: based on an astronomical metaphor, it provides a formal framework and an operating method for reusing scenarios. It is primarily intended for teachers and instructional designers to create learning scenarios. This method follows a metaphorical approach similar to the one adopted by the IMS-LD. This kind of formalism uses a vocabulary which is different from the application domain’s. Consequently, it is neither simple to understand nor easy to generalize to all possible learning situations and educational approach.

- ISIS (Intentions-Strategies-Interactional-Situation) [16-17]: a conceptual model which aims to promote the design, reuse, adaptation and sharing of learning scenarios between designers. This is a model that uses as its starting point the pedagogical intentions and which is interested in explaining different levels of learning design: Intention, Strategy, and Interactional-Situation. Although this formalism uses a domain specific modeling approach, it does not support the dynamic aspect of the activities’ sequencing during the specification of learning scenario’s progression.

Overall, the above-mentioned visual EMLs are either dedicated to a particular type of learning situation (CPM), or are technically complicated to use by teachers (MOT +), or use ambiguous and unfamiliar terminology (Pleiades), or do not support the dynamic logical sequencing in learning activities (ISIS). Thus, we thought of the need to define a visual EML which:

- Will be domain-oriented and based on familiar terminology to teachers and thus simple and easy to manipulate.
- Will support the educational dimension of a learning scenario by introducing the concept of adaptive sequencing within a learning activity.

III. THE KEY CONCEPTS FOR THE PROPOSED VISUAL EML

Through a participatory design approach, our idea is to provide teachers with an expression language and environment close to their domain while allowing them to design the progression of the learning activity regardless of the pedagogical approach.

To meet the required educational effectiveness of his course, a teacher must develop the content and the related activities to be carried out following an execution order. In other words, the teacher will develop his pedagogical method of teaching the course in question, taking into account the prerequisites of the learners, the learning objectives and the environment.

From this first description of a learning scenario, we can state that any educational approach can be summarized as a logical sequence of steps or phases. The realization of this description was inspired from the activity theory [18]. In particular, we relied on the hierarchical structure of the activity proposed by Leontiev [19], namely: activity, action and operation. Activity (higher level) is carried through chains of actions (intermediate level) which are themselves conducted through operations (lower level). The action is always directed toward a conscious goal (intermediate to what motivates the activity) and is performed in the context of an activity.

This hierarchical structure allows us to represent the interactions between learners and the interactions between learners and the learning environment. Indeed, the key concept in Elearning is the activity of the learner, as outlined by [20] “knowledge is constructed by the individual through actions he performs on objects”.

Thus, we propose that a learning scenario be described as a composition of activities. Each activity will consist of an adaptive sequencing of actions. The latter is expressed as a flow using simple and/or conditional transitions and synchronizations. More explicitly, for each learning scenario, we define:

- Activities and objectives associated with them.
- Actions that make up the activity and which execution contributes to the performance of activities. It is also necessary to provide a description of the action by identifying:
  - Services and educational tools, i.e. communication tools (email, chat, forum, etc.) or information tools (push, documentary database, FAQ, etc.).
  - Learning resources (text, audio, video, etc.) necessary to the performance of the action.
- Intentions that motivate the action. The achievement of these intentions will contribute to fulfillment of the objectives assigned to the activity.
  - Adaptive sequencing of actions, indicating the execution order of actions and the nature of the transition from one action to another (progression). This sequencing is expressed by a simple transition, a conditional transition or a synchronization.

To implement this adaptive sequencing within learning activities through a visual educational modeling language, we decided to exploit the potential of Domain Specific Modeling “DSM” approach to define Domain Specific language. The adoption of the DSM approach will facilitate the specification and the operationalization of an adaptable learning scenario (i.e. containing adaptive sequencing).

IV. OUTLINE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION

The development of our visual EML will focus on two key phases: the development of the DSL and the specification of templates for code generation from models. In this section, the two phases will be briefly explained.

A. Development of the DSL

Domain Specific Modeling is a design and development
approach centered on the concept of problem-related domain. The core idea of this approach is to build a "Domain Specific Language" DSL; "a custom language that targets a small problem domain, which it describes and validates in terms native to the domain" [18-19]. The key feature of DSL is that it employs familiar concepts of the problem domain to allow users to construct models of their applications [20-21].

Using DSM modeling techniques in order to develop a visual EML facilitates three main aspects [22-23-24]:
- The design of a modeling language,
- The generation of domain specific code in low level languages,
- The provision of a framework for modeling and code generation to the developers.

The design process which is done via Microsoft DSL Tools [25], involves the steps below [26]:
- Building the meta-model file .dsl with the concepts described previously and defining its structure, i.e. Domain Classes and their relationships. Each class refers to a domain concept. An excerpt from the meta-model is illustrated in Fig. 1.

```
[ElearningModel] represents the meta-model’s root class to which all Domain classes such as “Activity” are connected. All Domain classes are connected to “ElearningModel” with “one-to-many” embedding relationship. An “Activity” is associated with a set of “FlowElement”. The concept of “FlowElement” represents the expression of adaptive sequencing of actions. There are three types of elements constituting "FlowElement":
- “Action” is the core concept of sequencing,
- “Branch” which expresses the condition that controls the sequencing of actions
- "Synchronization" that allows the execution of parallel actions.

Describing, in a separate area of DSL Designer, the meta-model’s graphical notation which defines geometric shapes representing classes and connector lines representing relationships.
- Defining the mapping between the graphical notation and the meta-model by linking the geometric shapes to their corresponding classes and connector lines to their relationships.
- Building the visual language Toolbox which is intended to represent activities, actions and adaptations of a learning scenario.

B. The Code Generation

The templates specification for code generation from models, instance of the meta-model, is facilitated by the use of T4toolbox “Text Template transformation Toolkit” [27-28] tools.

```
T4 is a template-based code generation engine available in Visual Studio and standardized by Microsoft. By using the T4 Text Templating Language, developers can implement an interpreter to translate the domain models into executable

![Fig. 1 The core of the conceptual metamodel](image1.png)

![Fig. 2 An excerpt of the XML template](image2.png)
specifications used to synthesize automatically various software artifacts. A template file is created that navigates the model and emits boilerplate text interspersed with text calculated from the model [27-28]. Fig. 2 shows an excerpt of the body of the xml template developed. The template code generation can automatically produce a two-tier system involving a database and an HTML form.

Generating code from DSM meta-model allows us to:
- Save the produced scenario in a machine-interpretable formalism (XML) thus promoting the operationalization in Learning Management Systems.
- Facilitate the sharing, exchange and reuse of learning scenarios within the teaching community via a pedagogical model repository and a learning scenario repository.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a prototype of a visual EML that aims to simplify learning scenario design. The key idea is to use a flow-oriented visual notation to create adaptive sequencing within learning activities. This research is based on domain specific modeling techniques providing teachers with a user-friendly graphical editor and familiar vocabulary to manipulate models and easily create a complex learning scenario. As a future work, we are planning to:
- Carry out an exhaustive evaluation of the results
- Identify and formalize, in collaboration with teachers, learning scenario patterns that contribute to create a repository of teaching practices.
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